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NEW ARRIVALS ALL ROUND AT THE ABBEY
HOTEL, BATH
Whet the Royal Baby’s head with complimentary classic English
and American tipples in the hotel’s new look rooms & ArtBar

As Royal baby fever grips the nation, why not use its arrival as the perfect excuse to whet the

baby’s head in style at the Abbey Hotel in Bath?

Celebrating its own latest arrivals – new look rooms and ArtBar - the hotel is offering the

best of America and the UK in its Royal Baby package with a complimentary bottle of

sparkling English wine on arrival in your room plus two American-themed cocktails in the

newly renovated ArtBar.

What’s more, with its iconic spa location, you can relax and unwind with Thermae Bath Spa

vouchers included in the total cost of the package.

Those taking advantage of this offer can expect to sleep like a ‘Royal’ baby in the hotel’s recently

renovated bedrooms, reflective of the city’s vibrant art and culture scene.  And there’s a chance

to enjoy some pampering worthy of a Royal with a sumptuous dinner at the hotel’s new

Koffmann & Mr. White’s English/French Brasserie – the first joint venture between

legendary chefs, Marco Pierre White and his teacher of many years, Pierre Koffmann.

The package starts from £219.00 per night (based on two adults sharing) must be booked

via the hotel’s website at www.abbeyhotelbath.co.uk/offers.  The full package includes:

·         Two nights’ accommodation at the Abbey Hotel

·         Complimentary bottle of sparkling English wine on arrival

·         Two American themed cocktails in the newly renovated ArtBar

·         Breakfast each morning
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·         Two-hour spa session at the Thermae Bath Spa

·         Full afternoon tea

·         Dinner at Koffmann & Mr. White’s one evening (£30 allowance pp subject to pre-booking)

 

For those unable to leave a little one, the Abbey Hotel also has a selection of rooms suitable for

families including Deluxe Family rooms with space for a sofa bed, extra bed or cots. A nanny or

babysitting service can be recommended & there are high chairs and children’s menus for under

12s.

Whether a new parent or existing one, the Abbey Hotel offers comfortable beds and premium

facilities to help with a good night’s sleep and a range of newly renovated rooms with modern

features and design.

Fully immersing guests in Bath’s thriving arts scene, the new rooms have been given a stylish

makeover to cover three creative themes; film, art and photography. From modern lighting to

framed artwork and vibrant colour schemes, the concept for each bedroom is based on the city’s

connections to art and culture over the years.
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The hotel’s new look ArtBar has been renovated and ‘redefined’ into an eclectic space of

different lights, materials and textures. Sleek and stylish, the new design has a contemporary

gallery feel with evolving collections every quarter showcasing the vibrant creative talent of local

artists, photographers and sculptors. Bringing the creative theme into its drinks’ menu, a new

cocktail, Artistic License, is now available reflecting elements of the exhibited artworks.
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